THE SUNDAE NEWS:

SIGNATURE SUNDAES:
Regular: $5.75

HOT FUDGE BANANA BOAT: vanilla ice cream, banana, hot fudge,
whipped topping, crushed peanuts and a cherry
$5.99
LICKITY SPLIT BANANA SPLIT: chocolate, vanilla and black raspberry ice
cream, chocolate syrup, pineapple, strawberry, banana, whipped
topping, rainbow sprinkles, crushed peanuts and a cherry $6.99
WAFFLE & ICE CREAM SANDWICH: homemade waffles with your choice
of ice cream, and powdered sugar Regular $5.00 Small $3.00
WAFFLE SUNDAE: two scoops of ice cream with two toppings over a
homemade waffle, whipped topping and a cherry $5.99
COOKIE BOTTOM SUNDAE: chocolate chip cookie, vanilla ice cream,
hot fudge, whipped topping, chocolate chips and a cherry $5.99
FLIGHT OF ICE CREAM: four small dishes of your favorite flavors $6.99
THE DISSINGER FAMILY FAVORITE: seven scoops, seven toppings,
bananas, whipped topping, chocolate chips and cherries $16.99

Small: $4.75

MUSTY DUSTY ROAD: vanilla ice cream, chocolate syrup, malt,
whipped topping and a cherry
WET AND MUDDY ROAD: vanilla ice cream, caramel, malt, whipped
topping and a cherry
SWEET AND SALTY BROWNIE: vanilla ice cream, brownie, crushed
pretzels, caramel, whipped topping, salt crystals and a cherry
JIMINY CRICKET: mint chocolate chip ice cream, hot fudge, crushed
oreos, whipped topping, chocolate sprinkles and a cherry
PLOWED FIELD: cookies & cream ice cream, crushed oreos, chocolate
syrup, gummy worms, whipped topping and a cherry
SWEET ROAD APPLE: (death by chocolate) chocolate ice cream, hot
fudge, crushed oreos, chocolate sprinkles, chocolate chips, crushed
peanuts, whipped topping and a cherry
CMP: vanilla ice cream, chocolate syrup, marshmallow topping,
crushed peanuts, whipped topping and a cherry
KAUFFMAN’S JAILHOUSE ROCK: black raspberry ice cream, m&m’s, red
licorice, whipped topping and a cherry
CLASSIC BROWNIE: chocolate and vanilla ice cream, brownie, hot
fudge, whipped topping, chocolate sprinkles and a cherry

CREATE YOUR OWN!
YOU’LL NEED A STRAW FOR THESE!
MILKSHAKE: made the old-fashioned way with any flavor ice
cream, whipped topping and a cherry Regular $5.50 Kids $4.00
CAMPFIRE SHAKE: vanilla or chocolate malt shake topped with
roasted marshmallows, whipped topping and a cherry $6.50
RADIOSHACK SHAKE: chocolate ice cream mixed with caramel, oreos,
whipped topping and a cherry $6.25
ICE CREAM SODA: sparkling soda water, syrup and whipped topping,
mixed with your choice of ice cream (ask your server about available
flavors) $5.00
ICE CREAM FLOAT: vanilla ice cream floating in a glass of root beer,
coke, or orange soda $4.50

SMALL SUNDAE: one flavor with one topping $4.50
MEDIUM SUNDAE: up to two flavors with two toppings $5.50
LARGE SUNDAE: up to three flavors with three toppings $6.50
Each sundae comes with whipped topping and a cherry!
(extra toppings .50 each)
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APPETIZERS:
PRETZEL NUGGETS: ten soft pretzel nuggets served with cheese sauce, yellow
mustard and cranberry honey mustard $5.99
NACHOS: tortilla chips topped with melted shredded cheese, sour cream and
salsa on the side $5.25
CHICKEN QUESADILLA: crispy tortilla filled with grilled chicken and melted
cheddar cheese, served with tortilla chips, sour cream and salsa on the side
$10.75
CHEESE QUESADILLA: $7.50
PA DUTCH PLATTER: leaf lettuce, chicken salad, cheese slices, red beet egg,
red beets, sweet bologna, and crackers $8.25
BOWL OF CHIPS: a bowl of our kettle cooked chips $1.99
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BEVERAGES:
SODA, LEMONADE & TEAS $2.49
Coke, Diet Coke, Root Beer, Sprite, Fanta Orange, Lemonade, Fresh Brewed
Unsweetened Tea and Sweet Tea (free refills)
ITALIAN SODA
$2.49
Seltzer soda mixed with your choice of added drink flavoring: caramel, cherry,
peach, raspberry, strawberry, vanilla (free refills)
STRAWBERRY PATCH LEMONADE
$2.99
Our special mix of sweet strawberries and lemonade in a satisfying blend (1
free refill)
MILK (White or Chocolate)
$1.99
BOTTLED WATER
$2.00
COFFEE
$1.85
HOT CHOCOLATE
$1.85
HOT TEA
$1.75

“Kind words are like honey.
They are sweet to the spirit and bring healing to the body” Proverbs 16:24
KIDS: the right size for kids or those with full bellies $2.50
SMALL: a small dish of your favorite flavor $3.50
MEDIUM: a medium dish of your favorite flavor $4.50
LARGE: a large dish of your favorite flavor $5.50
GELATI: water ice layered with your favorite ice cream $4.75
CONES: waffle and sugar cones extra: $1.00
WE GARNISH ALL OF OUR ICE CREAM WITH A PRETZEL. PLEASE INFORM YOUR SERVER IF YOU
WISH TO OMIT THIS.
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Make your special event or celebration more memorable by scheduling
our ice cream truck.
Email ginadiss@frontiernet.net to see if your date is available!

FEATURING LEIBY’S ICE CREAM!
Ice cream is perhaps the one treat that everyone enjoys due to the
wide variety of flavors. It’s something that draws out smiles on people’s
faces and brings families and friends together. (www.leibysdairy.com)

